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A. BACKGROUND
The development of science and technology in
today's era of increasingly savvy public demands to
keep up with the high competition there . The rapid
development of science and technology can certainly
affect all aspects , one of which is affecting
the aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) . IPR
is basically an ex rights k lusif given a rule to a person
or group of people on the work of its creation. IPR
protection is very important for every person who has
created the work or a product because of the presence
of such protection every g a p people receive a
guaranteed untu k using ciptaann yes freely without
any interference or obstruction from other parties,
especially in the face of the era of Citizens AEC (AEC
) that is happening now. As is known, MEA has been
rolling since the end of 2015 ago. M EA is
the realization of a free market in Southeast Asia that
has been carried out in stages starting from the
ASEAN Summit in Singapore in 1992. The purpose of
establishing the MEA is to improve economic stability
in the ASEAN region, and is expected to be able to
overcome economic problems between ASEAN
countries. [1]
There are four things that are the focus of the MEA,
namely :[2]
First , the countries in the Southeast Asian region will
become a unitary market and production base. With
the creation of a unified market and production base, it
will make the flow of goods, services, investment,
large amounts of capital, and skilled labor so that
there are no obstacles from one country to another in
the Southeast Asian region.
Second, MEA will be formed as an economic zone
with a high level of competition, which requires a
policy that includes competition policy, consumer
protection, Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR), taxation , and E-Commerce . Thus, a fair
competition climate can be created; there is protection
in the form of a network system of consumer
protection agents; prevent copyright
infringement; creating an efficient, safe and integrated
transportation network; eliminating the Double
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Taxation system , and; increase trade with online -
based electronic media .
Third, the MEA will also be used as an area that has
equitable economic development, prioritizing Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The competitiveness
and dynamism capabilities of SMEs will be enhanced
by facilitating their access to the latest information,
market conditions, human resource development in
terms of capacity building, finance, and technology.
Fourth, the MEA will be integrated in full with the
global economy by establishing a system to improve
coordination with member countries. In addition, the
participation of countries in the Southeast Asian
region in the global supply network will be increased
through the development of a technical assistance
package to the least developed ASEAN Member
countries. This was done to improve industry
capability and productivity so that not only did they
increase participation on a regional scale but also led
to initiatives to be globally integrated.
Summarizing the four main focuses of the AEC as
explained above, basically the purpose of the AEC is
to create a single market in the ASEAN region . For
Indonesia, AEC can be both an opportunity and a
challenge in achieving a better national economic
growth. Is said to have a chance because with the
introduction of the single market system allows
Indonesia to offer various advantages possessed both
in terms of products and / or services as well as a
highly skilled workforce. However, the
implementation of this AEC also provide a tough
challenge for Indonesia, one of them in the field of
trading form of competition between the products and
/ or services in the participating countries AEC. One
of the consequences which must be received by
Indonesia in implementation AEC is the easier of
its products from overseas into Indonesia and in the
end will compete with domestic products, especially
products that are not yet registered to receive
protection intellectual property One of them
is protection of the brand of a product and / or service,
especially protection for Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs) . For this reason, discussion is
needed on how to achieve brand protection for all
MSMEs to be able to compete with other countries in
the current Free Market era.
B. RESEARCH METHODS
The author uses the type of normative legal
research that is legal research which places the law as
a norm system. The norm system in question is about
the principles, norms, rules, of the legislation and
court decisions.[3] With the understanding of research
carried out by studying and analyzing the substance of
laws and regulations on the subject matter. The
approach used in writing this paper is tailored to the
type of research the author is taking. Therefore the
approaches used include statutory approach
( statute approach ) and the conceptual approach
( conseptual approach ). [4]
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Indonesia, the protection of trademarks has
existed since 1961. This can be seen from the
existence of Law of the Republic of Indonesia
Number 21 of 1967 concerning Trademarks. This Law
has been amended 3 (three) times and what is
currently in effect is the Law of the Republic of
Indonesia Number 15 of 2001 concerning Trademarks
(hereinafter referred to as Trademark Law). The
understanding of trademarks is regulated in Article 1
point 1 of the Trademark Law which stipulates that
"Trademarks are signs in the form of images, names,
words, letters, numbers, color arrangements, or
combinations of these elements which have
distinguishing features and used in the
perdagan gan goods or services ".[5] The protection of
the brand is very important because when businesses
had registered the brand, the business operators have
considered the owner of m e rek so has the rights to
the brand ya ng already registered. As ha k of the
mark as provided dala m Article 3 of the Trademark
Act, namely: [6]
"Rights on brands is the right of ex k lusif are
enforced i kan by the state to brand owners
registered in the General Register of Marks for a
specified period by using their own brand or give
permission to others to use it " .
With the rights to the mark, business actors can:
1. Prevent others from using the same
brand. Trademark registration can be a legal
basis to prevent other parties from using the
same mark for similar goods and / or services
without permission;
2. As evidence when a dispute occurs. The
principle of trademark registration in Indonesia
is first to file , which means who is the first
registrant as he is the owner of the mark and has
the rights to the mark. If a dispute occurs, the
certificate of trademark ownership can be used as
a proof of legal ownership of the brand;
3. Can be commercialized through licensing;
4. Get legal protection for a sufficiently long period
of time, which is 10 years from the date of
receipt and can be extended.
Dith so if all businessman had registered brand
then they are as a brand owner's chances, legal
protection of the parties that bad faith, especially those
who plagiarize or plagiarized brand and be able to
compete with the prod uk-foreign products that goes
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to in d o Eng in this MEA era . T etapi in fact until
recently perl i ndungan to the brand only given
to actor-pel me great efforts, while businesses which,
if seen from the amount is more dominating in the
market such as SMEs precisely still many who have
not received the protection of the brand they are
creating. It terjad i because so many actors-pela my
big businesses that have registered the brand while
only a small proportion of SMEs, which registered its
brand to settle a VING protection.
MSMEs are basically national economic actors
who have a very important role in economic
development, because their business activities are able
to expand employment opportunities and provide
broad economic services to the community. MSME as
one of the main pillars of the national economy that
contributes to economic growth dominates more than
95% of the structure of the national economy.[7] In
the midst of demands for competitiveness in a country
that is still protected by the government, MSMEs must
be able to face global competition that comes through
the MEA. For this reason, the competitiveness and
capability of MSMEs need to be further improved in
order to take advantage of the single market system
that is currently underway. The system can be used as
an opportunity to introduce their superior products in
the market, participate and even play a significant
role in the system. However, not all MSMEs can take
advantage of such market situations to penetrate wider
markets or compete with products from other ASEAN
countries. [8]
Under these conditions even though the odds are
becoming more open market , it is not automatically
boasts tu ba hkan instead easel in a threat to SMEs. To
anticipate this threat, MSMEs are demanded to be
creative and innovative and dare to take steps to
produce goods that are not inferior to products from
other countries.
Identity or brand as one w equivalent work
intele k tual have an important role for the smooth
da n increase perdag a ngan goods or services. This is
inseparable because a brand is used to distinguish a
certain item from other goods of similar
form. Given the protection of brand products of SMEs
under the Law of Trademarks, more motivating work
and implications Posit i f in improving the
competitiveness thus increasing
revenue.[9] Nevertheless, the facts on the ground
show that there are still many MSMEs whose products
have not received legal protection. The d i because of
many SMEs fail to register its brand to the Directorate
General of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR
DG) . Based on Kadin's data, only about 30% of
brands and products have been registered as IPR. The
rest more than 70% have not yet been
registered.[10] In addition, data from the Bandung
Regency Office of Industry and Trade Cooperatives
show that of 7,100 small industries, still less than 100
of them have trademarks for their products. This
means that around 7,000 other industries have not
registered their brands.[11] Regarding the still not yet
massive registration of trademarks for MSMEs, there
are several reasons why MSMEs do not register their
marks. Some MSMEs said that to register their
trademarks in order to obtain a certificate of trademark
rights, there were several obstacles, namely: [12]
1. The availability of services in the field of
trademark registration in a professional and
effective manner which causes a long
bureaucratic path in managing trademarks, the
situation is closely related to the motivation that
can be given to MSMEs to register their
trademarks in order to obtain protection in
the field of trademark law. Because as is well
known the protection of a trademark law is not a
gift that can just happen without the initiative or
the desire to register a trademark will also
disappear by itself if the supporting structure of
the motivation and initiative is not there, the
desire of MSMEs to obtain the brand will recede
when faced with a bureaucratic path that is long,
aside from the fact that in the daily activities
of MSMEs they are not very influential with the
brand slogan. An application submitted to
the Directorate General of Intellectual Property
Rights through the Provincial Law and Human
Rights Department Office, which only serves as
an intermediary, is not entitled to correct the
wrong or correct application due to the
correction or inspection of documents by the
team at the Directorate General of Intellectual
Property Rights . In this process terlih at length
through the red tape , let alone file was rejected,
it will be refunded based on the accepted path at
the start of registration, namely through Regional
Office of Law and Human Rights. The long
and complicated process will not provide
awareness of the importance of
their MSME rights , because the direct impacts
experienced do not provide positive benefits. The
bureaucratic and prolonged application process
discourages registering trademarks by MSMEs .
2. The administrative costs that have been
determined are quite burdensome in addition to
the direct administrative payments paid and
received by the Directorate General of
Intellectual Property Rights , even though the
application is not necessarily approved.
3. Not getting accurate, accurate and clear
information about the importance of brand rights,
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this situation will provide a misinterpretation of
the role of brand protection in providing
protection for MSME products. Channels of
distribution of information that did not reach it to
the target, so that awareness to do trademark
registration will also not exist. Even though the
program or service activities, counseling and
coaching of MSMEs are clearly outlined, the
implementation of the program or activities does
not reach all MSMEs and the community.
4. The concept of mindset SMEs that traditional,
that brand listed on the product is brand always
had been handed down from
grandmother ancestors so that if there are to
the equation is the other brands when requested
will be rejected and SMEs do not want to replace
with another alternative brands. The situation is
too traditional with the local market as it has
formed a simple mindset but along with the
development of the economy and the rapid flow
of information. this mindset will change if the
information flow is brought closer to the
business actor.
5. The number of brands that are almost the same
or similar is registered by MSME actors so that
the certificate is difficult to process. He said,
many brands tend to be the same or similar so
that certificate processing cannot be done. In
fact, the application and brand protection for
MSME products has a significant impact on
activities that are more conducive. In addition,
the protection of intellectual property rights
(IPR) can also stimulate the creativity and
innovation of MSME products because basically
every MSME has a brand.
In short, the lengthy administration process , the
quite burdensome costs and the lack of understanding
of the importance of trademark registration have been
the main key for MSMEs to date not registering
their marks. The more MSMEs that have not yet
registered their brands, the greater the opportunity for
foreign products that have received a guarantee of
protection will rival even shift the position of
domestic products in the market. Surely this will
threaten the stability of the country's economy. For
this reason, an active role of the government is needed
to provide solutions to this problem.
1. Optimizing IPR Development through
Socialization as a First Step in Increasing
Knowledge of the Importance of Brand
Protection to MSMEs
It is clearly realized that socialization is one of the
ideal ways to provide understanding to the
public about something new. Knowledge about IPR in
general can only be obtained in college, or if people
are diligent in reading and looking for information
about what IPR is , types of IPR and so
forth. However, because the "reading culture" of the
Indonesian people is still minimal resulting in a lack
of public knowledge about IPR , especially for
MSMEs who really need provisions
for IPR knowledge, especially knowledge about
brands because it involves protecting the products
they create and circulate in the market. For this reason,
socialization is needed to help MSMEs to better
understand IPR issues, especially regarding
brands. Even though socialization is expected to help
improve the understanding of MSMEs, but if it is only
carried out occasionally and in regions that are “just
that” then the results will not be optimal. There is a
need for more targeted preparation and planning
regarding this socialization activity so that the
implementation will not only be intermittent and the
implementation will spread to all regions or regions
where many MSMEs are located. For that to achieve
the opt i malisasi fostering IPR through socialization
required the presence of a functional institution that is
specifically tasked to conduct socialization and
education activities about IPR, especially brand for
SMEs. [13]
The existence of this functional institution can
provide many benefits, in addition to being
specifically tasked with providing socialization and /
or counseling so that its implementation can be
optimal, it can also open up new jobs for the
community in the form of filling out extension
workers in the field of IPR at the functional
institution . In carrying out socialization activities, this
functional institution also has the task to compile any
material that is most basic and important to be
understood by MSMEs regarding IPR, especially
regarding brands, such as brands, types of brands,
brands such as what cannot be registered and what is
rejected, the purpose of trademark registration,
trademark registration procedures, and so on. If the
socialization can be done on a regular basis then this
could help increase understanding and awareness of
the importance of SMEs protection brand on their
products .
2. Simplification of the Registration Process and
Cost Minimization as Important Points to
Increase MSME Interest in Trademark
Registration
One reason for the lack of interest in MSMEs to
register trademarks is because the registration process
is long and convoluted. Even though the socialization
is carried out optimally so as to be able to increase the
understanding and awareness of MSMEs to register
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trademarks, but if they are confronted with a
convoluted registration process it certainly reduces
their interest in registering their trademarks, let
alone added to the costs which are quite
burdensome. As stipulated in the Trademark Law that
to register a trademark, it must meet 2 (two)
requirements, namely substantive requirements and
formal requirements. The substantive requirements for
trademark registration in Indonesia are:[14]
1. The absolute reason, as stipulated in Article 4 of
the Trademark Law, is that "Trademarks cannot
be registered on the basis of an application
submitted by an applicant in bad faith" and
Article 5 of the Trademark Law, namely:
"Trademarks which cannot be registered if
they contain one of the elements below:
a. Contrary to applicable laws and regulations,
religious morality, decency or public order;
b. Has no distinguishing power;
c. Has become public property; or
d. Is a description or related to the goods or
services requested for registration.
2. Relative reasons, namely regarding brands that
must be rejected as regulated in article 6 of the
Trademark Law
While the formal requirements are regulated from
Article 7 to Article 12 of the Trademark Law. In
principle, formal requirements regarding
administrative documents must be met and attached to
the application .
Regarding the trademark registration process, a
person who will register his trademark must first
fulfill 2 (two) requirements as described
above. Furthermore, the application for trademark
registration must be submitted in writing in the
Indonesian language addressed to the Directorate
General of IPR . Upon the request, the Directorate
General of IPR conducts an examination of
the completeness of the registration requirements. In
the event that there are deficiencies in the completion
of these requirements, the DG IPR requests that these
requirements be fulfilled within 2 (two) months from
the date of sending the request letter to fulfill the
requirements. In the case of these shortcomings
concerning formal requirements for the filing of the
priority right, then the period of
fulfillment deficiencies such requirements no later
than 3 (three) months from seja k expiry of filing a
request with priority right.[15] If all administrative
requirements have been met, then the application is
granted to the date of receipt ( filing date ) which will
be recorded by the Directorate General of Intellectual
Property . Filing Date is a very important date in the
field of IPR where the acquisition of rights is based on
a first to file system . [16]
It was further determined that within a maximum
period of 30 (thirty) days from the date of receipt, the
Directorate General of IPR conducts a substantive
examination of the application. The substantive
examination is carried out based on the provisions of
Article 4, Article 5, and Article 6 of the Trademark
Law which is completed in a maximum period of 9
(nine) months. In the case of the examination report
that the results of examination of a n substantive
declared the petition be registered, then the approval
of the Directorate General of IPR petition published in
the Official Gazette of Marks. Conversely, if the
examiner reports the results of a substantive
examination that the application cannot be registered
or rejected, then with the approval of the Directorate
General of Intellectual Property Rights, this must be
notified in writing to the applicant or his attorney by
stating the reasons. Regarding the application being
approved, the announcement shall be made no later
than 10 (ten) days from the date of approval of the
application for registration. The announcement took
place for 3 (three) months.
In this registration process it is possible for other
interested parties to submit objections to trademark
registration as a means of administrative law to
participate in the decision-making process before the
Directorate General of Intellectual Property
Rights provides the decision to accept or reject
trademark registration. During the announcement
period, each party can submit objections in writing to
the Directorate General of IPR. In the event of an
objection, the Directorate General of Intellectual
Property Rights within a maximum period of 14
(fourteen) days from the receipt of the objection sends
a copy of the letter containing the objection to the
applicant or his attorney. For the objection, the
requesting party may submit the objection submitted
in writing no later than 2 (two) months from the date
of receipt of the objection copy. With regard to
objections and/or objections, the Directorate General
of Intellectual Property Rights uses the objections
and/or refutations as consideration in re-examining the
existing application, which must be resolved within a
period of 2 (two) months from the end of the
announcement.
The Directorate General of Intellectual Property
Rights notifies in writing to the party who filed an
objection regarding the results of the re-
examination. The results of the re-examination can be
in the form of objections accepted or rejected. If the
objection is rejected, the application will be
registered. On the other hand, if the examiner reports
the results of the examination that the objection is
acceptable, the DG IPR informs the applicant in
writing that the application cannot be registered or
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rejected. In the event that the registration is refused,
the applicant or his proxy can submit an appeal. In the
event that the examiner reports the results of the
examination that the objection cannot be accepted,
then upon approval of the Directorate General
of Intellectual Property Rights, the application is
declared to be approved for registration in the General
Register of Marks.
In the event that there is no objection, the
Directorate General of Intellectual Property
Rights issues and issues a certificate of trademark to
the applicant or his attorney within 30 (thirty) days
from the end of the announcement. Likewise, in the
event that an objection cannot be accepted, the
Directorate General of Intellectual Property Rights
issues and issues a certificate of trademark to the
applicant or his attorney within 30 (thirty) days from
the date the application is approved for registration in
the General Register of Marks.
The description of the trademark registration
process above shows the process that is so long that
must be passed by the MSME when it will register its
mark. If accumulated from submission of application
to the issuance of the certificate of brand, including
the presence of the objection process, the responses
and the re-examination, the term of a trademark
registration process as a whole is less for 18 (eighteen)
months of 10 days. This is the time that must
be passed by MSMEs to obtain brand certificates. For
this reason, it is necessary to simplify the trademark
registration process by reviewing the trademark
registration process that is currently applied so that
deficiencies can be found so that the trademark
registration process can be addressed.
Regarding the current trademark registration
process, one of the series of processes that seems to be
complicated is the existence of two examinations,
namely substantive examination and re-
examination. In fact related to substantive examination
and re-examination both basically have the same
essence, namely the examination of absolute reasons
and relative reasons, because usually objections raised
by third parties are submitted on the basis of relative
reasons and / or absolute reasons.[17] If the inspection
is carried out only once, then the duration of the
trademark registration process can be
reduced. Therefore, one way to simplify the trademark
registration process is to apply only one
inspection. One check can be carried out if the
announcement stage for the registration of a mark is
carried out after the applicant has been given an
acceptance date by the Directorate General of
IPR. This is because, when the applicant has received
the date of receipt after that by the Directorate General
of Intellectual Property Rights the announcement of
the application for trademark registration is
immediately carried out, the Directorate General of
Intellectual Property Rights can carry out a
substantive examination as well as an examination of
objections and / or objections at one time.
In addition to the registration process which is an
obstacle, the lack of enthusiasm of MSMEs to register
their trademarks is because the costs required to carry
out the registration process are quite
burdensome. Based on Government Regulation
Number 45 of 2014 concerning Types and Rates of
Non-Tax State Revenues Applicable to the Ministry of
Law and Human Rights the application fee for
trademark registration for U MKM is
Rp. 600,000.00 .[18] These costs have not been
accumulated with fees for the issuance of brand
certificates and other administrative costs. The
estimated costs for applying for 1 brand application
are as follows.
Table of Estimated Application Costs 1 (one) Trademark
Application [19]
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Even this cost estimate has not been
accumulated with the transportation costs for MSMEs
in small areas who wish to register their mark. This is
the obstacle for SMEs. The high cost makes UMKM
reluctant to register their brand. Therefore, a solution
is needed so that costs can be minimized so as not to
burden MSMEs. One way that can be done is to
eliminate the registration fee for special UMKM. With
free registration fees, at least reduce expenses for
SMEs for the registration process. The registration fee
for MSMEs can be charged to the budget of the funds
owned by the Ministry of Law and Human Rights.
In addition to the free registration fee, another way to
do is to apply for online registration . It cannot be
denied, the development of technology is currently
very rapid, so that a lot of information can be obtained
only through the internet, even many registrations
such as school registration, recruitment of
employees who need a lot of completeness of the file
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have implemented the online registration system . It is
also time for the application for IPR registration
including the trademark to implement the online
registration system . Online registration also makes it
easy for remote areas who want to register their
trademarks.
3. Obligation of Trademark Registration as an
Effort to Ensure the Achievement of Protection
of All MSME Products
As we know that trademark registration is a right
for every business actor a. In a broad sense, rights can
be interpreted as independence, power and
immunity. The three are described as follows:[20]
1. Independence consists of various interests that
exist in a person to do things that he likes or wants
to do;
2. Power is the right given to someone to go through
the law to realize their will to change their rights
and obligations, responsibilities, or others, both
from themselves and others;
3. Immunity, means liberation from the power of
others.
Therefore, in other words, because trademark
registration is a right for business actors, business
actors including MSMEs can freely register their
trademarks or not . In the Trademark Law itself there
is no article or paragraph that explicitly requires
trademark registration. In fact, if it is generally seen
that a trademark is the creation or creation of every
business actor , so that they have the right to use it
freely, including wanting to register the mark or
not. However, once again one of the goals to be
achieved is how all brands of MSME products can get
protection to face the invasion of products from
abroad in the Free Market Era, especially as the brand
protection system that applies in Indonesia is in
accordance with the regulations in the Trademark Law
is a constitutive system, that is, a mark only gets
protection if it is registered, so that trademark
registration is absolutely necessary for every MSME if
its mark is to be protected. Even though the
socialization has been carried out optimally and the
registration procedure has been simplified as an effort
to help MSMEs to register their trademarks, but if
from the MSMEs themselves who
are basically unwilling to register their marks then the
aim to protect all MSME brands cannot be carried out
properly. By because that is to ensure that all brand
protection obligations then you should apply for every
business, including SMEs to register its brand. The
obligation to register this mark needs to be regulated
in the Trademark Law so that it is binding on all
people who act as business actors.
Authority is basically something that must be
done. K onsekuensi d ith their obligations if this is not
done then it will be penalized. If this is applied, every
business actor including MSME is required to register
his mark, if he does not register, he will be subject to
sanctions .
Related sanctions, penalty that can be
charged to businessmen efforts to perform its
obligations , namely san ction in the form of an oral
reprimand and / or written to imposition of fines for
those who do not register. The application of this
obligation as a form of certainty that all MSMEs are
willing to register their trademarks, because normally
everyone will only carry out something if it is an
obligation for him.
The three points explained above are some forms
of solutions that can be applied to deal with the AEC,
especially the protection of MSMEs. Protecting all
Indonesian people and all Indonesian spilled blood
and advancing public welfare through the certainty of
brand protection for all MSMEs in facing the free
market era, as well as educating the nation's life
through optimizing the development of IPR through
socialization, especially regarding brands to MSMEs,
is expected to be able to deliver the country's economy
and the Indonesian nation to better direction.
D. CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the above discussion, the authors
draw conclusions that:
1. The current free market era in the ASEAN region
provides an opportunity and on the other hand
presents quite severe challenges for Indonesia,
especially for MSMEs who are faced with foreign
products that are free to enter the Indonesian
market that have received IPR protection,
especially protection towards the brand. For this
reason, various steps are needed in order to
guarantee the achievement of brand protection for
all MSMEs;
2. There is no brand protection for MSMEs because
until now there are still many MSMEs that have
not registered their trademarks. The lengthy
administration process, the quite burdensome costs
and the lack of understanding of the importance of
trademark registration have been the main key for
MSMEs to date not registering their marks.
The suggestions from the authors:
To achieve brand protection for all MSMEs, it
is necessary to strengthen in terms of technical
implementation such as:
1. Optimization of IPR guidance especially on brands
for MSMEs through the creation of specific
functional institutions specifically for conducting
socialization and counseling about IPR;
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2. Simplification of the registration process and
reduction of costs in the process of registering
trademarks specifically for MSMEs.=
Aside from the technical implementation side, it
can also be done through regulation in the
Trademark Law which regulates the obligation for
all business actors (including MSMEs) to register
their trademarks.
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